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Date - 28th August 2014

Early Turn - Duty Officer/Team

Inspector Harman
Section PS Goddard & Cooper

Critical Incidents
(Only include if tagged as CRITICAL on CAD and confirm which member of
the SMT has been informed)

Significant Incidents or Vulnerabilities

(incl. Harm, Opportunity

or Threat looking forward)

Details of issues of note for SMT, including welfare I officer safety issues, items
likely to attract media interest.)

Incident Management
(Detail any issues that affected 'I' and 'S' call performance, or the performance
of the Scheduled appointment Car. Any resource issues affecting the next shift
i.e. Crime scenes, hospital watches or constant watches.)

CAD 2086 - MOP found a male collapsed, believed
to be dead, in the grounds of St Margaret's Church,
Barking. Officers/LAS attend and confirm male is
deceased. Deceased has Slovakian ID on him in
name of Gabriel KOVARI and is believed to be aged
late 20's. Found next to deceased is a suitcase and
small holdall. Body photographed using digital
camera and skin search conducted. NO obvious
signs of injury/trauma or other suspicious circs. KG5
attended. Death to be treated as unexplained but non
sus at this time. Photog attending. As of 1345 hrs 1
PC remains on scene. Undertaker ETA 1530 hrs

Took over 8 calls on the 01 and 18 scheduled
appointments.

Received 1O'I' calls during the shift 8achieved
Received 16S' calls during the shift 13 achieved.
Any DV I grades missed and explanation:
Handed over 12 calls on the OI and 21 scheduled
appointments.

There are no constant watches at KW/hospital
guards etc.
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